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Kuensting's newborn SAC tackles
overcomes heart ailment schedule &
diversity

Andrew Ivers
Core Staff

0

n Thursday, January 13, biology
teacher Steve Kuensting's wife,
Laura, gave birth to a eight-pound, fiveounce daughter Barbara Ann Kuensting,
at 3:15 in the afternoon. Like any newborn baby, Barbara was tested for any
defects or innate conditions and, "everything was normal" according to
Kuensting. There were "no heart [problems] oranything."ThatSunday, the 16th,
both Laura Kuensting and Barbara were
home and life was progressing normallyas normally as life with a newborn baby

can progress.
Then, about a week later, on Sunday
the 23rd, normal life in the Kuensting
household came to an abrupt halt. Around
nine in the evening, the Kuensting' s eldest
son, Joe, was helping his mother feed
Barbara. He picked her up and held her by
the waist in an attempt to properly position her in his arms. Suddenly, Barbara
lurched forward and fell about four feet,
landing head first on the ceramic tile
kitchen floor.
"It happened right in front of my wife,
so she was fairly horrified," said Kuensting,
who was working in the basement, disee MURMUR, 3

Close-Upbills venture east
Raj Joseph and Dan Leinauer

Staff; Reporter

same destination,
but for an entirely
different reason.
These students
were interested in
the history and culture of American
politics, and they
traveled to the
nation's capitol as
part of SLUH's annual Close-Up trip.
History teacher Steve Aylward, who

led the trip in 1999, said that the purpose
of the trip is an "immersion experience in
the federal government, Washington, and
the political culture, as well as an appreciation ofthe government and how it works
[so that students can] break down stereotypes."
The trip focuses on the three
••
branches of the
federal government, the media
and lobbyists, and
the cultural and
political buildings,
such as national
monuments and libraries. The students tour the city
and attend semisee LONG SHOT, 2
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Tom Wyrwich
Editor-in-Chief
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mongst the warmth and happiness
of Father-Son Rec Bowl ill, which
was being held on the same night, the
Student Advisory Committee convened
Monday for its third meeting of the year.
This meeting would be anything but
warm and happy.
Not surprisingly, scheduling was at
the top of the agenda, since the school is
planning to introduce a new schedule
next year that will operate on a sevenperiod format. Moderator H. Eric Clark
gave the members a sheet with proposed
schedules and a sheet with last week's
Prep News article and commentary to
help with the discussion.
Senior Matt Witte opened the discussion asking if a new survey could be
taken to see if students still want the
schedule.
"What we thought then might not
be what we think now," he said.
However, many pointed out that
other factors, not just the survey taken in
1998, have created the change.
"I think the main reason now is
[next year's] five-day theology week,"
said English teacher Rich Moran. Others pointed out that increasing the opportunity for fine arts classes make the
schedule necessary.
Mother ~atti Rosenkranz suggested
see GROCERY, 3
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nars and educational workshops at their
hotel and at various government buildings. For example, a seminar on fo~eign
affairs was held at the State Department
building, where an official who works
there spoke to them.
In past years, the participants have
toured the city over a period of ten days,
but this year history teacher Dr. Dan
Monahan decided to limit the trip to five
days. Monahan made this decision to lower
the cost of the trip and make it more
accessible to students. When the trip was
held for ten days, some students opted to
use one of their free days to go on a college
visit.
The trip began in a most improbable
fashion. After a relatively smooth flight
from Lambert Airport to O' Hare Airport
in Chicago, the Close-Uphills were
shocked to hear the news from their captain that their plane to Washington was
being rerouted to Newark, New Jersey.
There the Monahanbills were informed
that their flight to D.C. had been canceled.
From Newark, a five hour bus trip to D.C.
was planned so that the Bills would not
have to spend the night in Newark. However, the Close-Uphills, eager to watch
their Rams in the Super Bowl; were forced
to listen to the game on one set of headphones. After fourteen hours of traveling,
the Monahanbills made it to the Holiday
Inn just outside of D.C.
After their rough journey that lasted
the majority of Super Bowl Sunday, juniors Bob Brewer, Matt Burke, Greg
Ferguson, John Iovaldi, Dan Leinauer,
JohnMakerwicz, PeteNuemberger, Kevin
Rose, Dan Sinclair, and Greg Scott, along
with Monahan, toured the sights of our
nation's capitol.
The D.C.Bills toured such sights as
the Jefferson Memorial, the Lincoln Memorial, and the Capitol Building. They
were also allowed to meet with staff members of their state representatives.

Afterward, Monahan said that the
students felt the trip was worthwhile.
"They really enjoyed it. It helped them
learn about the federal government ... [as

r-----
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White team takes FatherSon Rec Bovv1 III in upset
he annual Father-Son Rec Bowl was
held last Monday from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. and was attended by St. Louis U.
High students from all classes and their
fathers.
Upon arriving, each father-son duo
first made its way to the registration table,
where it received a pair of name tags as
well as a schedule of the night's events.
The schedule was divided into three
areas, or sets of events, that each pair
would visit during the course of the night.
The three scheduled areas were the gym,
the theater lobby, and the infamous room
Ml15. The gym housed the free throw,
three point, lay-up, and football throwing
contests. The theater lobby was the stage
for the putting contest, competitive dart
throwing, and washer tossing. A trivia
contest was held in Mll5.
For each of these events, the students
and their fathers were divided into two
teams: the blue team and the white team.
The blue team was composed offreshman
and senior fathers and sons; the white
team took what was left.
All of the events were scored according to these teams, and when the results

were tallied at the end of the night, the
white team had pulled off an amazing 1814 upset, ending a long winning streak for
the freshman/senior team.
Also, fathers and sons were welcome
at any time to depart from their less-thanrigid schedule to play pool or take advantage of the rifle range.
"We tried to find something that everyone could enjoy. If your dad doesn't
like to shoot 3-points, you can always go
shoot rifles, or play pool," said Vice President for Advancement Thorn Digman.
The event was sponsored and made
possible by the Fathers' Club. Members
of the club helped to plan and also to staff
the event. As well, many faculty members
and alumni donated their time to help run
the program.
The Father-Son Rec Night has been
part of SLUH history for several years,
but was changed to ''The Rec Bowl" only
three years ago.
"Anytime we can create an opportunity to get fathers and sons together, it is
important," commented Digman, who
helped organize the event with the Fathers' Club.
Freshman Jamie Stroble summed up
the student perspective by saying, "I
thought it was fun spending time with my
dad."

well as] their representatives, Congress,
and senators."
Even though the journey to D.C. was
more adventuresome than usual, junior
John lovaldi exclaimed, "A good time
was had by all."
The trip is open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors, but Aylward feels that
upperclassmen benefit the most from the
trip since they have taken American His.tory and can better understand the signifi-

Up Foundation. The SLUH social studies
teachers rotate leading it; every member
of the department has led the trip with the
exception of Father Jeff Harrison, SJ.
Despite SLUH' s longtime involvement in the program, the experience is not
unique to this school. Since it is a national
program, high schools from almost every
state take part, as do schools from as far
away as Puerto Rico .
Dr. Richard Mueller, who led the trip

.cance of certain people and places.

in 1998, says that the trip helps students

SLUH has offered the Close-Up trip
almost every year since its inception in
the late nineteen seventies by the Close-

learn about the government because it is
"right in the city where important decisions are made."

Joe HotTman and Matt Hoffman
Editor-in-Chief; Reporter
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Villa and SLUH trade students for a day
Gabe :Javier
Staff
outd SLUH be entertaining possibilities of becoming a co-ed institution? Surely not. Then why the sudden
appearance of females in our hallways,
and in junior and senior classes? The
answer: the Diversity Team's Exchange
Program. The program, in its second year,
allows students from Villa Duchesne's
Diversity Team to spend the day shadowing members ofSLUH's Diversity Team.
The SLUH team, in turn, will have the
same opportunity today, as 14 sophomores, juniors, and seniors follow Villa
students through their school day.
The Diversity Team, moderated by
Director of Diversity Spencer McCall and
sponsored by the American Youth Foundation, seeks to "raise public awareness
about various diversity issues," said team
member. Thomas Elliott. In addition to
this exchange the team has sponsored

C

several Big Brother nights, where freshman students are paired with upperclassmen for an evening of bonding, fun, and
recreation.
The exchange program, suggested
recently at a Diversity Team meeting, "is
kind oflike an experiment, to see if having
the opposite sex at a single-sex environment will effect learning, behavior, reaction to class material, and concentration,"
said Diversity member Sheraun Howard,
who will be traveling to Villa today. "We'd
like to see if the quality of education in a
co-ed environment would survive," commented Howard. "I'll also be seeing how
different the curriculum is, the classes are,
and difficulty."
McCall, who will also be travelling
to Villa, commented that they will watch
to see how novels are interpreted and how
history is studied, "hoping it will be a real
eye-opener for everyone involved." The
exchange program, though only involving Villa the last two years, began back

with the Organization of Black Achievement, later called the B-AAA, and included Incarnate Word and Cardinal Ritter
schools.
The visitors were encouraged to participate in class discussions and to become as fully immersed in the Billiken
experience as they could. "I took a quiz in
Morality class, which I failed," commented Drew Daniels, a Villa junior who
will be leading Elliott around Villa today.
It is Drew's second year participating in
the exchange. "I found the teacher-student relationship really different here; it's
a little more lenient than at my school. It's
seems that the people here have better
relationships with each other," she said.
Both teams had the chance to reflect
on the events of the day during the last two
periods of the day, when the groups met in
the Commons to discuss the day's events.
"I'm excited to see what happens," said
Howard.

Across the field from Wehner and
Caroll was Dee Byrd, SLUH maintenance
superman, sitting on the Titan's side, just
down from the family of Titan halfback
Eddie George. Byrd, torn between backing his nephew, Titan's receiver Isaac
Byrd, and his hometown team the Rams,
was faced with a dilemma.
·
Freshman Paul Hoffman scoffed at
his brothers' Joe and Matt fortunes of
only going to TWA Dome playoff games;
his father took him down to the Holy Grail
of American football.
Wehner bumped into many SLUH
alums, he said, even one who was looking
for an extra ticket right outside of the
Georgia Dome itself. He said he saw students, parents, alums, and even ran into
his paperman.
And despite the weather, Wehner said,
"The atmosphere was something I've
never experienced before. . . I imagine
New Orlean's Mardi Gras is something
like it, a real party atmosphere ... NonRAMSWIN,S
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SLUH at the Super Bow-l Freshmen

Mike Lovinguth
Features Editor

S

ince the Prep News strives to leave no
rock unturned, no locker unsearched,
and no closet de-skeletonized in its search
for SLUH related news, it brings you: The
Super Adventures of SLUH's Super
Superfans!
SLUH sent a slurry ofsuperfans down
south to the Super Bowl (which the Rams
won by the way), each with his own story.
The sojourners varied from freshmen to
athletic directors, from students to staff,
and from SLUH past to SLUH present.
Athletic director and Mr. Football
himself, Richard Wehner, had his number
drawn from the TWA Dome sized hat of
PSL owners and embarked on a journey
with his brother to the 20 yard line where
Isaac Bruce caught the game-winning
touchdown. Wehner bumped into sophomore Colin Caroll, who went with his
own brother, a SLUH alum, and sat in the
third tier with a section of Rams fans.

Odyssey
J.R. Strzelek
Reporter

L

ast Friday, students from Chuck
Hussung ' s Freshman English
classes spent their free time from the
half day to go on a field trip. The students had just finished reading Homer's
The Odyssey in class, so they thought it
would be fun and educational to go see
an art exhibit related to the epic poem.
When school let out, students went
about their own business until! :00 p.m.,
when everyone met up at the switchboard. The students, led by Hussung,
walked from school to the Metrolink
station at the Central West End, where
the students crammed together to pur-

ODYSSEUS,6
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Zinselmeyer clarifies schedule question
First of alii wantto give a "job well done" to Drew Niermann
for his article in last week's Prep News on scheduling after he and
I had talked. His article accurately reflects our discussion. With
great clarity he elaborates on the factors impacting the decision
on a new schedule for the 2000-2001 school year. Perhaps his
article can be the starting point for stqdehts, faculty and parents
to voice their opinions each week 'in the Prep News on the
scheduling issue.

The one point in the article that I do need to clarify is that
beginning next year, the Global History I course will be scheduled t4ree days per week all year with freshmen taking Physical
'Education the other two days. The Freshman Computer Science
continue to be a one seme~Mr
course, scheduled for five
class will
•
I
days per week.
I)

Mr. il'nselmeyer
lt •.

MURMUR
(from 1)
rectly under the kitchen when Barbara fell, "we were [both] in a
state of shock." From that moment on, it was a rush to get to St.
John's Mercy Hospital.
Due to their extensive medical and scief?tific backgrounds
(Laura Kuensting is a nurse practitioner), they both knew all too
well what happens to kids who get dropped .on their heaqs.
"We were hoping for the best, but preparing for the ~orst,"
Kuensting remarked.
.·
In St. John's emergency room, a CA! sqan revealed a left
parietal skull fracture and sub-arachnoid bleeding. Consequently,
Barbara was moved to the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
and hooked up to dozens of monitors that read practically all of
her bodily functions. "We hoped and prayed for the best," recalls
Kuensting. After the first night, when Barbara showed no behavioral or physiological signs of brain damage, she was moved into
a private room away from the rest of the rooms on the floor, so she

GROCERY
(from 1)
that SLUH consider the block schedule that is used in other
schools.
But many thought this schedule would hurt most classes,
especially math. As junior Mark Valdez stated, "Math teachers
would have to teach two [lessons] a day, which would allow
students to get even further behind."
Moran pointed out that teachers would have to let their
students do their homework during extended block periods,
which would decrease teaching time.
Gary Holland pinpointed one flaw in the schedules. "How
will these schedules facilitate special schedules?" he asked.
Currently, there are nine daily schedules, while a new program
would only have three: a regular day, an all-school mass, and a
snow schedule.
Shaun Lieser closed off the topic by stating, "The schedule
shouldn't be made to help a few students, but what is the best for
the school."
Clark ended with "nothing is set in stone," and the group

wouldn:'t catch a hospital-born illness that would have complicatedA1er condition.
·
, That same day, as a result of the close monitori.ng and
.observation, nurses found a problem with Barbara's oxygenation
and the blood pressure in the lower half of her body. An
echocardiogram revealed a coarctation of her aorta which the
cardiologist described as "significant."
The blockage was preventing Barbara's abdominal organs
and legs from receiving·the proper amount of circulation. As a
result, her kidneys were telling her heart to ·increase blood
pressure, causing the the pressure of the left side of her heart to
rise and become higher than that of the right side's. This condition can lead to congestive heart failure, as the heart tries to
overcome the blockage and the heart muscle begins to hypertrophy, or overgrow, causing fluid to accumulate in the lungs.
By Wednesday, January 26, an x-ray showed an increasing
amount of fluid in Barbara's lungs and on Thursday, the cardia-

see RECKONING, 6

moved on to the next topic.
The next topic, presented by junior Shawn Henderson, was
diversity in the curriculum.
Henderson mentioned the African-American Biography class
to be offered as a senior elective next year. However, Henderson
first wondered if the course could be offered to underclassmen,
and if not, would there be more African-American authors
featured in the first three years of English.
But, like with most topics, there were counterpoints. On the
class being offered for underclassmen, senior Rick Steiling
argued, "There are prerequisites needed to take a class like a
senior elective."
Most members agreed with this, but many also agreed with
Henderson that there could be more diversity in the curriculum,
in both English and History.
"Writing skills shouldn't be hampered by African-American authors," said Director ofDiversity Spencer McCall, but later

seeSTORE, 6
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Eight w-restlers advance to Sectionals
Alex Born
Reporter

T

he final weeks of the wrestling season are what all St. Louis U. High
wrestlers strive for throughout the year.
After enduring the months of preseason
conditioning and weeks of grueling practice, each wrestler dreams of advancing
through the bracket ofthe State Wrestling
Tournament. For eight of the members of
the SLUH varsity squad, their dreams of
state contention continued as they advanced past the District Meet last Saturday.
In this meet, held at scenic Parkway
North, SLUH wrestlers vied 'vith grapplers from seven different area schools,
including conference rivals CBC and

DeSmet, for the chance to advance to the
Sectional Tournament. The tournament
started off slowly for the Jr. Bills, as they
saw only four matches on account of noshows and byes.
By thecloseofthethirdround, SLUH
prepared to send an outstanding eight
wrestlers to the finals. After a stimulating
bout of techno music and bad dancing by
the Parkway North drill squad, the final
round commenced. The finals saw many
exciting matches by SLUH wrestlers, including a sudden-death win by senior
Brad McDale and a first-period pin by
sophomore Colin O'Brien, both of which
secured championships for the individual
wrestlers.
0' Brien went on to finish first at 140
lbs., and fellow sophomores Alex Born
(1031bs.), Brendan Boyle (112lbs.), and

Mike Huelsing (135lbs.) all claimed second-place finishes . Juniors Sean Staed
.(119 lbs.) and Brian Wallisch (189 lbs.)
both took fourth, and seniors Brad McDale
and Steve Gosik both advanced, with first
and fourth-place finishes respectively.
This week will be crucial for the eight
wrestlers who have advanced to the
sectionals. They must work as hard as
possible to prepare for their competition
this weekend at DeSmet. Those wrestlers
who finish fourth or better at sectionals
will go on to wrestle at the Heames Center
in Columbia for a State Title. The threeday wrestlethon is the ultimate goal of the
high school wrestler, a true test of one's
abilities. With state in mind, the SLUH Jr.
Bills have high hopes for sectionals this
weekend.

Basketbills take tough loss fro In Spartans
FrankFiock
Reporter

0

n Friday night at the Palace on Ballas,
the Junior Billikens suffered one of
their worst defeats of the year as they fell
to conference rival DeSmet by a score of
71-35. This was the second loss the team
suffered this year to their Jesuit rivals who
are ranked filth in the Saint Louis area.
The onslaught began early when the

Jr. Bills, outsized and outmanned in every
position, were only able to score 6 points
in the first quarter, while the Spartans
managed 26. Already at a size disadvantage against DeSmet, the Junior Bills were
further hurt by the loss of senior Frank
Fiock for most of the game due to foul
trouble.
The Baby Billikens tried valiantly
to recover from the shock of being down

by such a large margin after the first
quarter, but only managed minimal success as the gap was just too large. Furthermore, the Spartans were able to maintain
their composure and concentration despite numerous bad smurf references by
their fans. "[The DeSmet players] were
just running and laughing, and I was like
'[nuts]'," commented senior center ThoseeOUCH,6

Rollerbills: nevv bills on the block
Tipper O'Brien
Reporter

W

ell, hockey hooligans, you now have
another team to cheer for this
spring. That' s right, the new hockey team
in town is a roller hockey team comprised
of all SLUH members.
Sophomore Mike Gau is the mastermind behind the new team that begins
playing games next month. Gau founded
the team because of his personal interest
and because, as he puts it, "We were one
of the last big schools in St. Louis without
a team."
Approximately thirty kids came out
for tryouts that were held in front of the

three coaches Jan Mcnearney, Dave
Riechert, and Sal LaMartina. At the tryouts, the coaches looked for the best skating, shooting and passing from the bunch.
Sixteen made the team that now includes
sophomores John Brown and Steve
Armstrong.
Armstrong has played ice hockey for
two years at SLUH, as a freshman on the
Nand this year on Varsity. A.rmstrong
has also played roller hockey at AllAmerican sports complex. He explained
his desire to play: "I thought it would be
fun and a couple kids [I knew] from the
team were playing."
Right now there is no moderator for
the school team because it is not school

sanctioned yet. Getting the team sanctioned is Gau's main goal. "We need to
get the team school sanctioned so that the
players can earn letters and we can get a
moderator."
The goal is to bring the sport to the
same level with current club sports at
SLUH such as lacrosse, ice hockey, racquetball, and bowling. Gau is optimistic
about his chances to convince the school
of his sport, but he still has a way to go.
The roller hockey team will hold three
practices a week and will begin games in
March. Gau cordially invites all crazy
hockey hooligans to " witness the supreme
and total demolition of any excuse for a
roller hockey team that dares oppose us."
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(from 4)
mentioned that "the English department
should really consider more culture in
their decisions."
To that Moran responded, "We do
consider that. There are many books like
Things Fall Apart and Fences which introduce more cultural diversity."
Parent Angie Howard asked, "Why
can't we just get newer books that actually
have sections for African-American History?"Moststudentsagreedwiththispoint.
As tempers started to flare and the
meeting came to an end, Lieser put the
conversation into perspective, saying, "We
take English to learn how to read and
write, not for the cultural diversity."
One anonymous member summed up
the meeting by saying, "some people put
their own emotions and interests ahead of
them rather than the common good of the
school."
The subjects of clubs and activities
and science department testing remained
untouched. They will be addressed at the
next meeting on April 17.

(from 4)
thoracic surgeon at Cardinal Glennon,
Dr. Fieore, had hertransfered to Glennon
to prepare for a scheduled surgery on
Friday. When she arrived, she was once
again moved into the PICU; soon after,
another CAT scan was run on her. It
showed that the head injury was healing,
yet the bleeding was not fully resolved.
Therefore, the doctors at Glennon decided to try to stabilize Barbara's cardiovascular condition long enough to let her
head heal. The surgery was postponed
until February 2 because it could have
caused an increase in blood pressure,
which could have reaggravated the bleeding from the head injury and caused
congestive heart failure.
From that Thursday until Wednesday, February 2, Barbara stayed in another private room at Cardinal Glennon.
On Wednesday, Barbara went to the
operating room at about 11:30 a.m. She
had a radial (arm) artery line put in, one
venous line in each foot, anN in her left
hand, an endotracheal tube in her throat,
and a chest tube to drain the fluid from
her left lung.
The surgery, performed by Fieore,
took about five hours. Fieore went into

OUCH
(from 5)
mas Elliot.
A low shooting percentage on
DeSmet's old-school rims, along with the
experience ofDeSmet' s senior-laden club,
both contributed to SLUR's woes. The
scoring was once again led by Frank
Ficek's favorite valentine Troy Lindbeck,
who had 12, while pet ox and all-district
football star Matt "Clean Crew" Sinclair
chipped in with nine. DeSmet was led by
star Bob Keppel who scored nineteen
points and grabbed nine rebounds. The
loss brings the team's record in conference play to 0-7 and their overall record
for the season to 8-15.
STUCO President Hamilton Callison,
one of the few fans in attendance, summed
up the night by saying, "When your crowd
is in the single digits and the other team's
is in the triple digits, you know you are in
for a tough game. I was disappointed in
our student body's lack of support for a

team that consistently puts forth a good
effort and fights the good fight."
The team is approaching its most
important and intense time of the year as
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Barbara's body under her left shoulder
· blade, clamped off the aorta on each
side of the blockage, cut out the blockage and sewed the two ends back together. Right after surgery, Barbara went
straight into the PICU and the
Kuenstings were able to see her around
6:00 in the evening. "The extensive
tubing and monitors was scary," Steve
Kuensting said, "but she was doing
well."
Barbara was moved out ofthe PICU
by Friday the 4th and was doing so well
that she was discharged on Sunday
morning. "Miraculously, Barb still
shows no symptoms of her head injury," according to Steve Kuensting,
"and if it weren't for my son dropping
her hard enough to get her into the
PICU, wemaynothavefoundoutabout
the aortic blockage until it was too
late."
In conclusion, Steve Kuensting
said, "My sons are doing okay. It's been
rather tumultuous because their home
life has been completley disrupted. Barbara must still go to frequent checkups, but things are going to go back to
normal now."
it has only two regular season games left
before districts. The game against third
ranked CBC at CBC tonight is especially
important as the team will try to revenge
its tough early-season loss to the Cadets.

ODYSSEUS
(from 3)
chase their tickets.
Once everyone was onboard, the atmosphere of the trip increased. Several
students enjoyed the physics of the ride,
while others discussed the buildings seen
from the train.
Shortly after the group arrived to see
the exhibit, Hussung was escorted to the
security desk, piquing the curiosity of a
few students. In actuality, Hussung was
finding a former student of his. David
Donahue, SLUH Class of '91, thought
that the exhibit, which portrays Odysseus
as a modem day businessman trying to
get home from work, was "fantastic." Yet

as Hussung noted, "[Odysseus's] sailors
don't seem to be [represented] in it."
One of the more notable aspects of
the mural is the integration of the statue of
Poseidon from the St. Louis Art Museum.
Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea, plays
a key role in The Odyssey, as he is probably the character most responsible for
Odysseus's situation. Showing Poseidon
in a locally known form brings a bit of
familiarity to the mural.
Overall, the students seemed to enjoy
the trip. Freshman Calvin Cajigal explained, "I thought it was a great experience for the class."

--------------------------------------------------------
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Senior Project 2000
Senior encounters poverty, hardship but also deep spirituality, joy
Tim Goettlemann
Reporter

to fix things, but when I heard a perfectly able woman mumble
during mass a prayer that she found work and would be useful in
I was asleep when we crossed the border into the reservation.
society, I sincerely wished I had that solution.
When my partner Andrew Genung asked if we were in the
Though I've painted a bleak picture of reservation life, I can
territory yet, our host and driver, Fr. Joe, answered that we had
tell you in all honesty that I will do whatever it takes to visit there
already been in it for a while. The terrain was the same as it had
again. I met so many amazing individuals who beg no sympathy
been for quite a while: rolling hills of dead grass, an occasional
from the way they hold themselves. I found myselfjealous of the
cow or two, and little sign of life on the highway. I remember
culture and sense of community I could feel at a New Year's Pow
seeing an Indian man walking out of a small gas and food stop.
Wow. The kids I worked with were no different than those you
I noticed the changes in my body. My heart rate increased and my
see each day. I could tell a few of them would return to a home
stomach dropped a notch. At that moment, I had my first
where if they wanted to eat, they would have to make it for
realization that this was all real.
themselves, and I would guess a lot of them find a hot shower a
My first night I lay in a strange bed wondering what it would
rare experience. But the truth is, they were as happy as my
all be like. I had my worries and my hopes. Some of each would
spoiled brothers and I ever were.
later be canceled out, but by the time they were, enough had
One man above others deserves mentioning. He will be
surprised to hear that I have spoken so
changed so that old hopes and worries
were not relevant. I was worried that I - - - - - - - - - - much of him because of his humble
would be treated differently because of
nature. I think Andrew and I agree that
my color, but as time went by, this threat
he taught us more than we ever expected.
disappeared with each kind individual I
Our friend Ron Kills Warrior is only 22
met. If I ever felt out of place, it was all
years old, but he seems about ten years
more experienced. Ron, like so many
in my head and it was my issue to deal
children on the reservation, lost his childwith. I had hoped to have a car to drive
hood to the hardship of growing up in
instead of riding a bus each morning, but
soon I realized that my priority of self
poor conditions. Ron learned from the
mistakes of others and has directed his
convenienc.e was quickly replaced with
I
a priority of knowledge. With each new
life towards helping young people, who
experience I was content but eager to
have led similarity tough lives. This path
includes a sober life, filled with religion
learn more. I even grew quite fond of the
bus rides. I remember them most for
and a passion for tribal history and the
conservation of its essence. Ron exemtheir great landscape and sunrise views,
plified the generosity ofthe Lakota people
but also for the great tunes including
and gave me a glimpse into a world opposite my own, but in many
"Blue," by Eifel65.
ways, more attractive. He showed me the beauty behind the
One weekend afternoon, with access to an automobile,
clustered politics and run down trailers.
Andrew and I made our way to the Wounded Knee Memorial.
So what have I learned with my three weeks on an Indian
We had heard of a rally of sorts at a local tribal office and so we
Reservation? First I learned that I was only given a brief
tuned into the Lakota Sioux radio station to discover more details.
introduction into the lives of this community. I lived in luxury
As I listened to speaker after speaker tell their list of grievances,
compared to most homes I visited, and worked in a more
I truly felt the turmoil present in the tribe.
cushioned Christian environment. Second, I realized the extent
On the way to a memorial of slain Indian warriors, I made a
of my own fortune and that of my own community. Both a boy
connection to the poverty, majority of unemployment, and the
from Pine Ridge and I are born free into America, yet he lives in
constant struggles with drug and alcohol abuse that attack this
poverty while I consider what college I like the best. Third and
particular tribe today. I don't know if my talking about the
finally, I learned that the place I had heard of and the people I had
unfortunate situations of those living on the Pine Ridge Reservaseen in movies were real, and that they were as wonderful as any
tion helps anything. It was hard for me to truly understand
people I've encountered in my eighteen blessed years. I pray for
misfortune until I saw the small homes and trailers that scattered
them and I know for a fact that they pray for us.
the reservation, and heard the prayers for work, health and peace
from the people during religious ceremonies. I have no solution

((. . . soon I rea{izea tfiat mg
priority ofselfconvenience
was quickfg repfacea witli a
priority of k:Jwwfetfge. Witli
eacli new ezyerience was
content 6ut eager to fearn
11Wre."
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by Peter Smith
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 11
Schedule #2
Villa/SLUR diversity exchange
Pep Rally in the Gym@ Activity Period
BN-BB@ CBC@ 5:3017pm
V-SW @ State Meet @Columbia, MO
@ TBA thru 2/12
V-HK vs. Francis Howell@ Rex Plex
@ 10:15pm
SATURPAY.fEBRUARY12
V-WR @ Sectionals @ TBA
V-HK vs. Francis Howell @ Affton
Rink
@8:45pm

· February ·11., 2000

Calendar

February 11 - 18

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 15
Schedule#2
National Math Exam

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 17
Schedule #2
College visits:
Creighton University
Army National Guard
Freshman English Tutorial
Sophomore class meeting
Rosary in Chapel
My Fair LAdy in Theater thru 2/20
V-WR @ State Championships @
Hearnes Center@ TBA thru 2/19

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 16
Schedule#?
FORMAL ATTIRE
All school mass

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 18
Schedule #2
Faculty/Staff winter retreat thru 2/20
V-BB vs. Cape Central@ 7pm

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 13
ACES meeting at 2pm
MONDAY. FEBRUARY 14
Schedule#2
Freshman Advisement

RAMS WIN

Announcements

(from 3)
stop noise."
Carol not only bumped into celebrities like Wehner, but also sat by Steeler
Hall ofFamer Frank O'Harris. He agreed
with Wehner that the Bowl "was just
wild."
Byrd, however, wasn't able to be a
part of much of this wildness. Sick "as a
dog" up until actual game time and stuck
in his hotel room, he could not take in any
of the atmosphere surrounding the big
game, but was there in premium seats for
what many call the best Super Bowl game
ever-rooting for both teams.
"My heart was ripped [between the
two teams}, and though I was happy for
St. Louis, my home town team, I still felt
bad for the Titans because I had family
playing," Byrd said.
Paul Hoffman, still in awe of the
great spectacle he was a part of, could
only muster, "It was awesome... the most
fun ...EVER."
So, students, when you show your
VHS copy of Super Bowl XXXIV to your
great grandkids and point out SLUH in
the crowd, not only will they laugh at your
outdated VCR, but they will be in awe of
the multitude of people you knew at that
fateful game.

Due to the fine support that has been
shown toward all of our athletic teams this
year, the athletic department has designated Friday, February 18, as "Basketball
Freebie Night." Every student will be
allowed free admission to the Jr. Bills'
final home basketball game vs. Cape Central. See Mr. Wehner, in his office, to
receive your "Freebie" ticket for free admission to this final home game of the
season, which is also Senior Night.
SLUH's Varsity Hockey playoffs will
take place today at 10:15 p.m. at the Rec
Plex vs. Francis Howell, and Saturday at
8:45 p.m. at Affton Rink vs. Francis
Howell. If SLUH wins the team will play
Marquette on Monday at 7:45 p.m. at
Chesterfield U.S. Ice.
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